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Overview

• What is climate security?
• How to tackle it?
• What is the UK doing?• What is the UK doing?
• What is the EU, NATO and the UN 

doing?

Presentation is on the record. Questions will be under Chatham House rules – you can use the info but not who said it.



What is climate 
security?

• Climate change will cause physical 
impacts such as flooding, 
temperature rises, shifts in temperature rises, shifts in 
precipitation.

• What happens to people?
• How do people and governments 

behave?

Ignore the sensationalist headlines – climate will cause war, climate migrants to flood over bordersIt is a matter of risk, as any security issue is. Unlike other security issues it differs in two main ways. Firstly we are much more certain about the likelihood of physical impacts. Secondly, we don’t have the opportunity to address the underlying causes again and again like we try to in other areas such as the Middle East. More on the limiting of the risk later.We need to understand how people will be affected and respond to these changes in their physical environments. One study in Colombia identifies that climate change will create conditions that are conducive to criminality. It is not that climate change will increase coca production but as other livelihoods become less viable it is one of the remaining options and that as police and the military are required to deal with events such as flooding it creates space for criminals to operate. Useful to think about the chronic impacts such as crop decline and shock impacts such as extreme weather events (flooding is a good example in the UK). It is the interaction between these, state capacity to respond and still deliver on the basics then seeing how this changes the stability of a country. Climate change is a ‘threat multiplier’It is not to say that climate change will always decrease stability or threaten security but that it is a risk factor. Weak governance doesn’t always lead to conflict but is often a factor.The UK has capacity to respond and is highly unlikely to become destabilised because of climate change. However, other countries may and we are dependent on the global system for our prosperity, key resources and security situations rarely remain contained. E.g Yemen.



UK view

“Climate change is potentially the 
greatest threat to global stability and 

security, and therefore to national security, and therefore to national 
security” UK National Security 

Strategy 2009

What is the impact on the economy and livelihood options. Study funded by us in Colombia concludes that climate change will create conditions conducive to illegal behaviour. When defence and police are distracted by increased flooding, storms etc they create a vacuum that criminals can occupy



Limit the security risks
• UK and EU see 2C maximum rise is needed to 

limit risks to global security
• Moving to low-carbon is the only way to limit 

the impacts from climate changethe impacts from climate change
• 4C risks security implications we cannot 

contain



Map shows impact if global average temperatures rise to 4C. Clear that the impacts are uneven with 16C in some Arctic areas, 10-12 C hotter in summer maximums in cities like Washington.



UK approach so far
• Broaden and deepen the debate globally

– UN Security Council debate in April 2007

• Limit emissions
– Climate Change Act 2008
– Carbon budgets

• Plan for the security implications already committed 
to
– UK risk assessment
– Departmental adaptation plans 

My team’s role is to engage, understand, underpin by research (Colombia, Sahel, China, Mexico etc) and we are at beginnings of taking to next stage of implementation.Limiting emissions working as part of the EU (2020 package etc) plus national legislation. Climate Change Act is wide-ranging – targets of 34% by 2020 and 80% by 2050. Independent Climate Change Committee sets 5 yearly carbon budgets (come to later how this works for the MOD).UK climate projection 2009 – first time quantifies level of risk for different parts of the UK. Allows organisations and business to work out level of risk to their operations, and judge, depending on that level of risk what actions to take and where they can afford to take the risk to not act. Adaptation reporting power in Act. Key installations/operations required by law to report. First 90 have been identified and will produce reports in the next 9-22 months. Ports, airports, energy and water etc.Jan 2012 have to produce first UK climate change risk assessment. Outline risks across key infrastructure with 100 year outlook. For example 1/6 of UK electricity infrastructure is in flood plains. Also embedded in new planning system for nationally significant infrastructure.Act also requires all departments to produce departmental adaptation plans. First ones due for publication in March 2010 and cover 2010-2012. FCO view – what impact will climate change have on ability to deliver on all foreign policy goals from consular to migration, to counter terrorism and conflict. What needs to be done now to increase chances of success? 



• What will be required 
of defence in the 
future?

• What will defence 
need to change for 

Defence

need to change for 
future operations?

• What can defence do 
to reduce its own 
impact?

• What are the benefits 
to defence?

Key questions defence needs to answerFor exampleHelicopter performance is already impacted by hot conditionsEach 1oC rise above 24o requires 3-6% more compressor power to cool equipment to 21oFuture platform acquisition must anticipate a broader climatic operating envelope MOD has climate strategy, sustainable procurement programme.For example 50% target by 2013 in energy consumption in Camp Bastion. Not through expensive renewables but running existing generators at full load, turning air con off when not in use etcNeed to think about cost and operational benefits. 



EU view and approach

• Climate change poses threat to EU security 
(similar to UK approach)

• Leading report published by High Rep in 
March 2008. Followed by most recent March 2008. Followed by most recent 
recommendations in December 2009

• Led by Germany, Denmark, Sweden, France, 
Spain and UK

About integration across early warning, conflict prevention, development plus external engagement with countries and institutions.



NATO view and approach

• “to my mind, the bottom line is clear. We may not yet 
know the precise effects, the exact costs or the 
definite dates of how climate change will affect 
security. But we already know enough to start taking 
action…the security implications of climate change action…the security implications of climate change 
need to be better integrated into national security 
and defence strategies…” Anders Fogh Rasmussen –
NATO Secretary General: 1 Oct 09

It is key what the Sec Gen says – we know enough. If we wait to have a perfect picture of climate impacts and the resulting socio-economic and political consequences then it will be too late.Hook in the strategic conceptSmall team set up within the policy unit to leadNATO at very early stages but would welcome key members to help leadUK view – NATO needs to engage to understand the world it will be operating in the future. Issue cuts across key NATO issues (Article V, expeditionary etc)Must however contain and bound interest. NATO’s core remit remains the same. But need to understand the impact of climate change on successful delivery of that core remit.



UN

• Debate in Security Council in 2007
• Resolution passed by Small Island 

Developing States in 2009Developing States in 2009
• Secretary General’s report in 2009









Questions?Questions?




